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EDUCATION 

University of Tennessee Knoxville, TN 

Ph.D. Economics May 2019            

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, IL 

M.S. Economics Dec 2012                              

Beijing Technology and Business University  Beijing, China 

B.A. Finance Jul 2011        

 

RESEARCH 

Fields: Microeconomic Theory, Network Theory, Health Economics, Experimental Economics 

 

Equilibrium Vaccination Patterns in Incomplete and Heterogeneous Networks, with William Neilson (European 

Economic Review, 105, 2018: 174-192) 

 Awards: Best second-year paper, Best presented research, and Best published paper of graduate students 

 Presentations: Midwest Economic Theory Conference (2017), Economics Graduate Students Conference (2017) 

 Under-vaccination is a usual concern of disease control studies, but this paper employs a simultaneous-move game in a 

three-agent contagion network to show that it is only one of the three inefficient patterns. When the network structure 

is incomplete or individual characteristics are heterogeneous, there exist new types of Nash equilibrium outcomes with 

either the right number but wrong set of people getting vaccinated or too many vaccinations, and these equilibria are 

robust to standard refinements. While untargeted policies can correct the standard under-vaccination problem, targeted 

policies are more palatable for correcting the new inefficiencies. Universal mandates can never improve on any Nash 

equilibria. 

 

Network Centrality and Vaccination Probability (Job market paper) 

 Presentations: Chinese Economists Society North America Conference (2018) and China Conference (2018),  

American Society of Health Economists Conference (2018), Southern Economic Association Annual Meetings (2018) 

Public Choice Society Annual Meetings (Mar 2019) 

 Agents interact in a contagion network and choose whether to vaccinate to avoid disease. If the pure-strategy Nash 

equilibrium assigns the vaccine to some agents but not to everyone, the vaccination game becomes anti-coordinative 

because everyone prefers the other agents to take the costly vaccine. Thus, agents achieve a mixed-strategy Nash 

equilibrium, which has two implications. First, in a star network, everyone’s vaccination probability rises as the number 

of players increases, but in each specific network, the central player has a greater centrality but chooses a lower 

vaccination probability than the peripherals. Second, in any network, a universal mandate produces the same social 

welfare a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium does. 

 

Occupation Centrality and Influenza Vaccination: Empirical Evidence from U.S. Workers (Work in progress) 

 Multiple Nash equilibria commonly exist, but little empirical evidence exists on which equilibrium is realized. The 

network model does not provide a clear prediction about whether the central player or peripheral players will get 

vaccinated in the pure-strategy equilibrium. This paper exploits various occupations’ social activeness as a measure to 

proximate individuals’ centrality and investigates workers’ flu vaccination decisions to test the realization of the 

equilibrium. First, using the Occupational Information Network data, I apply the principle component analysis to 

construct the occupation centrality measure.  Second, I analyze data on individuals’ occupational and flu vaccination 

choices taken from the 2009 National H1N1 Flu Survey and the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System.  

 

A Lab Experiment on Vaccination in Contagion Networks, with Dong Yan (Work in progress) 

 We conduct an experiment to test the network model’s predictions. By varying the disease parameters and the 

vaccination cost, we create three treatment groups: one with a dominant strategy to vaccinate, one with a dominant 

strategy not to vaccinate, and one without dominant strategies. By comparing the choices across groups, we can identify 

the relationship between equilibrium outcomes and laboratory conditions. This experiment also contributes to the public 

good literature by introducing a network structure. Compared with previous research on the nudge effect on vaccination 

activities, this paper provides a new method for promoting immunization with the traditional game theory approach. 
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TEACHING 

Fields: Industrial Organization, Microeconomics 

Instructor 

Government and Business: Spring 2018 

Economics of Strategy: Fall 2016, Summer 2017 

Introduction to Economics: Spring 2017 

Teaching Assistant 

Elements of Econometrics (PhD): Fall 2015, Spring 2016 

Introduction to Economics: Fall 2014, Spring 2015 

Teaching Certificates 

Best Practices in Teaching Program: 2016 

Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching and Learning - Associate Level: 2016 

 

HONORS & AWARDS 

Southern Economic Association Annual Meetings Honorarium for Selected Graduate Students Nov 2018 

J. Fred and Wilma Holly Award for Published Research May 2018 

Graduate School Grant for Excellence in Academic Progress Sep 2017 

J. Fred and Wilma Holly Award for Excellence in Presented Research May 2017 

Charles B. Garrison Award for Excellence in Teaching May 2017 

Semi-Finalists, 3MT Thesis at the University of Tennessee Mar 2017 

J. Fred and Wilma Holly Fellowship for Excellence in Research Aug 2016 
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